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Getting Started
Top sports broadcasters have made enormous production
advancements with sophisticated graphics, statistics, slow
motion, and unique angles, all of which have extended into
audience’s expectations for entry- and mid-level productions
as well. Viewers are no longer satisfied with single-screen,
linear game broadcasts; they expect a faster pace with breaks
filled by talk shows, analysis, and excitement while they watch
programming on televisions, tablets, and phones.

Of all the formats of television
production, sports coverage is
unique both in the types of personnel
required and the equipment and
configuration of the production

Moving up from basic game coverage to meet these
expectations is a daunting leap, but the advantages are
many. From increased fan participation and booster activity to
advertising revenue and ticket sales opportunities, high-quality
sports production can put an athletic program in the spotlight.
But how should mid-level organizations do it? Adding in all
these new pieces—in a professional way—raises as many
questions as opportunities. Organizations need to be ready to
make significant new investments, while their budgets cannot
afford mistakes.

truck involved.

The only script is the game schedule
and rulebook. The outcome is rarely
predictable and the crew has to be
ready for anything.

This document suggests a real-world, accessible workflow
for robust sports coverage. At its most basic, it prescribes
the equipment necessary for successful, professional-quality
sports production. At its most advanced, it illuminates industry
best-practices, and also provides concrete suggestions to
expand upon the basic production with higher reliability, quality,
and capability. Used as a comprehensive, solid starting point,
it follows the workflow starting with video sources, and takes
those sources through connections and switching, graphics
and instant replay, and communications, networking, audio,
and power.
For purposes of documenting this new, advanced workflow,
rather than theory, the focus is on the solution, and that
frequently includes field-tested models and recommendations
from our extensive installations. As much as possible these
allow for different circumstances and alternate requirements;
however, our objective remains to provide a straightforward
technical guide to create a real, working, professional
production on a limited budget. What is presented below
represents one practical solution alongside practical
suggestions.
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Video Sources
Cameras
For several reasons, camera selection is an important starting point. Sporting events involve unpredictable
action and thus require the availability of quick adjustments to framing and exposure. Good picture quality is
often necessary as well since the camera can rarely be right beside the action. Sharp wide shots are crucial,
as is the ability to optically or digitally zoom from that same wide shot.
Camera equipment is available across a very large cost range and, generally, you get what you pay for in
added features. Many of these higher-end features offer real benefit since the distance of focal length and
the image quality captured will make a big difference in the final product shown to the viewers.
Some guidelines that should be followed to get the best from each camera:
1. When possible, use the same make and model of camera to ensure consistency from angle to angle. If
this is not possible, attempt to keep like models on similar shots; i.e. the cameras assigned to high and wide
shots should be the same model as each other, and likewise the cameras low on the side lines
2. Cameras with programmable white balance should be set to the same color of white. This could be very
different between cameras that are far off versus the close angles, but having consistency will keep from
seeing dramatic color changes when cutting angles
3. Keep camera positions away from sources of vibration, to reduce shakiness at tighter angles.
Placement
Cameras should be positioned so that all the action can be captured. Standard placements are defined for
each particular sport but, for most sports, it is good practice to keep most shots on one side of the action.
Sometimes called the “180-Degree Rule,” keeping shots within a 180-degree arc allows cuts between shots
without confusing viewers by wondering which way the play was moving and whether it switched direction.
In a four-camera shoot, the general practice position two cameras high and near the middle of the field of
play: one camera acts as “high and wide” to cover all the plays and action; the second camera can be “high
and tight,” allowing the director to get tight shots and cutaways. This allows for two additional cameras to
work the sidelines. These cameras, generally at field level, both allow for more tight shots of individual plays
and make highly engaging replay content. You can also have these cameras turn around and get crowd
shots to add to the production.
Most sporting events play out horizontally; however, there are a few that depart from this. Tennis, for
instance, is frequently produced as if it were vertical, with the main camera set behind one baseline and the
ball traveling close to, then away from, the camera. The 180-degree rule still applies, but the line is drawn
along the net. Other examples of vertical sports are golf and skiing. In any case, it is still important to set up
the camera positions so that the viewer can follow the flow of the action.
Circular sports involve action moving around an axis. Camera placement in this case should emphasize
boundaries rather than each axis, for example angled down the length of foul lines in a baseball field.
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Selection

TEAM 2

50

TEAM 1

There is a range of cameras available today
that allow for very good sports production at
a reasonable cost. At its essence, a camera is
composed of a lens, a sensor, image processing,
transmission, and communication. Each of these
areas contributes to the overall quality of the
device and, quite directly, the overall quality of
your production by introducing better visuals or
increased flexibility and control.

50

Cameras should only move
within a 180 degree radius of subject.

Lenses are the means for the camera to see the
world, the purpose for which is to focus the light from the field of view directly onto a sensor or, for color
capture, three color-filtered sensors. Some cameras have the option to interchange lenses and some are
fixed-body styles. Primarily, interchangeable lenses allow for custom capabilities such as finer focus, zoom,
and lens speed. Fixed-lens models tend to reduce cost and give an all-in-one capability.
There are generally two types of color sensors: Charged-Coupled Devices (CCD) and Complementary
Metal-Oxide Semiconductors (CMOS). CCDs measure light and convert that measurement into an electrical
charge. CMOS sensors also capture the presence or absence of light and convert to electrical charge;
however, CMOS tends to have less sensitivity, which is compensated for by manipulating processing and
gain. CCD sensors have traditionally been used in high quality cameras; however CMOS sensors have
improved to the point where they now reach near parity in many applications. Additionally, CMOS uses
less power, so battery life may be extended, and is generally less expensive. The particular tradeoffs can
be complex and most details are beyond the scope of this paper; however, the bottom line is that both
technologies have merits so your quality threshold for your application should be the primary guide.
Other differences in cameras involve how the signal is delivered. This is the transmission process. Cameras
with High Definition Serial Digital Interface, or HD-SDI outputs, are strongly preferred for today’s sporting
events because this allows for high quality images to be delivered back to the production hub, often over
distances of 100m or more. “Pro-sumer” and consumer cameras have analog component outputs or HDMI
connections. While each of these transmission paths support high quality, analog is often more susceptible
to external electrical factors such as ground loops, while HDMI has significant protocol overhead for copy
protection that can interfere with transmission, especially over longer distances. In addition, latency in
processing and formatting more-complex protocols should be taken into account as this may add multiple
frames of delay to the signal path within the camera itself.
Another factor in determining which type of camera to use is the
TIP: One other thing to consider in
included communication capabilities. Instant, real time feedback
placement of cameras is how the camera
from the director, and the operator’s awareness of when the
will be powered. Will it need to connect to
camera is being used on the program, are vital to a successful,
area power or supplied by battery?
well-done production. Many professional cameras have options
It’s always a good idea to charge up
for connection with communication systems and tally lights via a
batteries and have plenty available before
Camera Control Unit (CCU) which allow the operator to talk with
game time.
the director as well as see when that camera is being used; some
also allow for color correction and iris control. (Intercom and tally are covered in more depth later in this
document.)
For interchangeable lenses, models such as the Panasonic AG-HPX370 or the JYC GY-HM790U offer a lot
of options at reasonable cost and allow for selection of lenses for closer coverage at long distances. For a
fixed lens option, the XF305 includes an 18x lens that has reasonable zoom length. The key factor shared by
these cameras is that they include HD-SDI outputs for live video as well as a genlock terminal to sync up all
sources.
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IP Cameras
In some situations you may want to utilize cameras that integrate a rudimentary streaming capability,
sending output over TCP/IP across your network. While high-quality, HD-capable IP cameras exist, the
primary options available on a budget are security-style SD-resolution cameras, fixed- or auto-focused
Most problematic, their output may lag whole seconds behind live. This processing lag is often exacerbated
at higher resolutions and generally makes them unusable when mixed with baseband video cameras
connected via HD-SDI. While the cost and convenience of these cameras are tempting, the trade-offs found
today are usually not worth the effort to bring them into a recommended sports workflow.

Clip Store
High-quality sports production requires the ability to playback commercials, highlights, branding, and spirit
pieces. Traditionally this has been accomplished with tape VTRs. In modern productions tape has been
replaced with disk-based playback. This provides a significant advantage over VTR-recorded content in
that many formats can be incorporated into one production, avoiding the need to re-record into the VTR’s
specific format.
A concern in this upgraded workflow is codec support: disk-based playback solutions are limited by their
codec support and thus may still require re-rendering, or transcoding, of content prior to production to put
it in a playback-friendly format. Codecs may also require significant processing overhead on playback and
this, too, can force transcoding of content. However, on modern systems even this transcoding takes place
far more quickly than the analogue using older VTR technology, providing a great advantage to disk-based
systems.
The NewTek TriCaster™ system for mixing multi-camera sports productions offers a wide range of
codec support along with high-performance rendering if needed. Freely available Mac and Windows
QuickTime codecs permit third parties to prepare content in native file formats and codecs, allowing for
high performance playback without transcoding. On any system, it is important to recognize the difference
between file formats, such as .mov or .avi, and the codecs utilized therein which actually determine the
encoding method.
Another advantage of disk-based systems is automation. Traditionally a “tape operator” has been needed
to perform the cueing, playback and pause operations. Disk-based playback solutions give the option of
integration between switching and playback. For example, the TriCaster media players incorporate an AutoPlay feature that allows clips to be automatically played when selected (or transitioned to); and when no
longer selected (or when transitioned from), the next clip is automatically cued and selected for playback.

Real-Time Media Insertion
In fast-paced sports production, you will often get media during the game from outside sources that you
need to use in the production. Many workflows make this difficult because they require an ingest process
involving a capture and a transcode process. In this workflow example, however, TriCaster presents a
more flexible option: as long as the media is in one of many common file formats or in the native TriCaster
QuickTime codec it can be copied to a USB NTFS- or exFat-formatted drive or memory stick that’s
previously been introduced to the TriCaster, inserted into the TriCaster during production, copied to one of
the TriCaster’s internal media drives, and added to one the DDRs for playback when needed.
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Signal Chain
Transmission
Cabling is a consideration that should be included in the system design. Good cabling can allow you to
move video from place to place very quickly and efficiently. All cable is not equal, however.
The most common way to transmit uncompressed video signals is over copper and—almost always—
coaxial cable, or ‘coax.’ This form factor is a good compromise among size, distance and cost. Coax using
BNC connectors are easy to crimp in the field and have locking connectors, and a variety of coax exists that
can transmit almost every form of video used today.
The biggest factor in determining cable is transmission distance. HD video signals, at 1920 by 1080 pixels,
have a significant amount of information travelling down the line, so the distance is inherently reduced by
the 1.485 Gbps signaling rate required.
Trivia: Bundled cable is often
color-coded and numbered
such that the colors relate to the
numbers the same way they do on
electronics resistors.

Fortunately there are standards that cable manufacturers adhere to when
making cable so you can determine what type you need. Standards used
are SMPTE 259M for PAL/NTSC and SMPTE 292M for HD-SDI. This will
determine the maximum length that video can be transferred reliably. For
example, the Belden 1694A coax is specified to transmit HD-SDI signals
up to 370 ft. Generally speaking, the benefits of HD-SDI are cost-effective
cabling, easy installation and removal, uncompressed video transmission, low latency with real-time
imaging, and reliability.
Another form of transmission is fiber optic cable. Fiber optic cable modulates coherent light to move data
along a core of glass. The advantage is that you can get incredibly long distances using fiber cabling,
exceeding a kilometer or more. Fiber requires some very specific adapters, transmitters and receivers to be
integrated into video systems.

Cable Layout
Careful planning should be done in laying out the
cabling from the cameras and other sources back to
the production hub and switching surface. Physical
interference in multi-use areas, crosstalk between
signals and especially power, and the manpower
required to pull long cable lengths all make it imperative
to plan rather than try to re-do when problems arise.

TIP: As cables are being laid out, it is good to keep in
mind what end of the cable needs to be connected.
Audio cables and tally lines usually have specific
“gender” connections for the receiving vs. transmitting
ends. In larger productions as cable paths pile up,
this can be a real hassle to re do. A ‘rough’ standard
exists whereby male cable ends tend to terminate at
the production hub, leading to an often-heard rhyme
among production hands that goes “____the truck.”

It is always good practice to lay cable out of the way of
foot and vehicle traffic. While hazards obviously exist for pedestrians and even vehicles, cables themselves
are not impervious to physical damage and deterioration, and especially events that cause tight loops or
kinks, and those that stress cable ends. In addition, signal cables should be separated from power cables,
which often carry unshielded, high voltage that over even short distances can transmit to signal lines as
crosstalk. If there is no way to keep the systems separate, crossing them at perpendicular angles creates
the least inductive contact.
Once camera signals are brought back into the production hub, it is usually necessary to route those
sources to multiple places. This can be done using distribution amplifiers designed to take the signal and
split it. For analog signals, this often involves signal conditioning and amplification; when using HD-SDI
video signals, it is necessary to use active distribution devices.
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143 Mb/s

177 Mb/s

270 Mb/s

360 Mb/s

1.5 Gb/s

3.0 Gb/s

SMPTE 259M

ITU-R BT. 601

SMPTE 259M

SMPTE 259M

SMPTE 292M

SMPTE 424M

Cable Part
Number:

Composite

Composite

Component

Widescreen

SD-SDI (NTSC)

SD-SDI (PAL)

SD-SDI

SD-SDI

179DT
1865A
1855A*
1855P
1505A**
1505F
1506A***
8281
8281B
8281F
88281
1694A****
1694D
1694WB
1694F
1695A
1794A
7731A
7732A
7732LL

153
247
299
295
436
366
406
436
436
366
397
544
544
544
457
514
740
839
737
732

138
223
289
268
416
326
369
390
387
322
351
494
494
494
416
471
665
756
653
671

116
183
240
223
339
261
286
305
305
254
277
408
408
408
326
381
537
622
514
554

102
158
209
193
295
223
251
265
265
215
234
356
356
356
277
326
464
541
437
482

HD-SDI

33
51
64
58
94
69
81
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
111
111
111
87
98
146
166
130
157

1080p/50
1080p/60

23
36
47
39
66
46
28
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
76
76
76
59
66
100
111
88
108

The serial digital interconnect standards are designed to operate where the signal loss at 1/2 the clock frequency does not exceed the approximate loss value listed below. The maximum length values shown are based
on typical attenuation values for the cables listed and the following criteria:

chart courtesy Belden, Inc.

Data Rate:
Spec:

Maximum length = 30 dB loss at 1/2 the clock frequency: SMTPE 259M, PAL, Widescreen Maximum length = 20 dB loss at 1/2 the clock frequency: SMTPE 292M and SMPTE 424M
The bit error rate (BER) can vary dramatically as the calculated distances are approached. BER is dependent on receiver design and the losses of the actual coax used. Distribution and routing equipment manufacturers
should be contacted to verify their maximum recommended transmission.
* Includes cables that use 1855A as a constituent, such as 7787A, 7788A, 7789A, 7790A, 7791A, 7792A, 1855S3, 1855S5, 1855S6
** Includes cables that use 1505A as a constituent, such as 7794A, 7795A, 7796A, 7798A, 1505S3, 1505S5, 1505S6
*** Includes cables that use 1506A as a constituent, such as 1283S3, 1283S5, 1283S6
**** Includes cables that use 1694A as a constituent, such as 7710A, 7711A, 7712A, 7713A, 1694S3, 1694S5, 1694S6

Recommended SDI Transmission Distance

As signal travels down the cable, a certain amount of signal loss is expected which decreases the
sharpness of the digital data, increases the digital rise and fall times, and causes some variability in the
clock rate at the receiving end, called jitter. Re-clocking chips within distribution amplifiers receive and
reconstruct the signal and timing, copying the signal to multiple output ports with no processing.
An example of a distribution amplifier for HD-SDI is the Kramer VM-2HD.
Another way of distributing the video signal once it arrives to the production area is to use a video router.
A router accepts multiple sources, re-clocks them and then dynamically routes them to one or more
outputs. Using routers give many advantages over individual distribution amplifiers since any incoming
signal can be routed to a destination by changing the configuration of the router. In this manner a router
also adds to the robustness of the total video system design due to the fact that cameras could be routed
directly to a transmitting output if other devices in the system should fail.
While it is common to route source signals to and from many different places in sports video production,
there are two inputs that cameras must go to: the switcher, which in this case is integrated into the
TriCaster system, and the instant replay recorders. Sometimes it is improperly thought that, because replay
devices often have ‘live’ outputs, the camera can go directly to the replay device and chain from there
to the switcher. However, recorders introduce latency in the video signal as they process and cache the
feed, making switching the production quite challenging since the sources are late or coming in at slightly
different times. The recommendation is that distribution needs to happen ‘upstream’ from the replay
device, sending live source signal to both replay and switcher simultaneously.
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Video Switching and Production
Video switching, production monitoring, audio mixing, sync generation, and intercom communications are
the backbone of any good multi-cam sports shoot. Audio and intercom will be featured in another section.
The switcher, represented by a TriCaster for the purposes of this document, serves as the heart of the
production. The switcher is used for:
• Switching between different camera angles using cuts, wipes and transitions
• Adding layers to the video such as titles, graphics, logos and other creative content
• Mixing in pre-recorded content that add a story-line, human and/or commercial interest
• Produce a final, mixed output that can be delivered to various destinations
A key benefit of the switcher in live sports production is the availability of multiple effects layers. Because
of the speed at which the action unfolds, these dynamic and repeated effects need to be available on-thefly. They’re created through programming using a macro or memory snapshot or, in the case of the some
TriCaster models, by setting up Virtual Inputs with the needed layers and having them available throughout
the production. Because sports production relies heavily on graphic content as well as live action, doing this
traditionally puts a real load on the switcher and operator. Good organization of tools, features and routing
capabilities makes a major difference, resulting in a super show rather than a lackluster one.

Canon XF305
HD-SDI

Router
Input 1

HD-SDI

Canon XF305
HD-SDI

Canon XF305
HD-SDI

TriCaster 460
Video

Output 1

Input 1

Output 2

Input 2

Input 3

Output 3

Input 3

Input 4

Output 4

Input 4

Input 5

Output 5

Input 6

Output 6

MV

Input 7

Output 7

HDMI

Input 8

Output 8

Input 2

Canon XF305

HD-SDI

PGM 1
PGM 2
AUX
DVI

USB

Input 9

Output 9

Input 10

Output 10

Input 1 a

Input 11

Output 11

Input 1 b

Input 12

Output 12

Input 2 a

Input 13

Output 13

Input 2b

Input 14

Output 14

Input 3 a

Input 15

Output 15

Input 3 b

Input 16

Output 16

Input 4 a

Input 17

Input 4 b

GUI

USB
USB
USB
USB

Network
RJ-45
Audio
Main a
Main b

Input 18
Input 19
Input 20
Input 21

Clock

Input 22
Input 23
Input 24
Input 25
Input 26

3Play 425

Input 27
Input 28
Input 29
Input 30
Input 31

Input 1

Video

PGM 1

Input 2

PGM 2

Input 3

AUX

Input 4

DVI

Input 32

HDMI

Composite

USB

Sync

XLR
Serial/USB

Power is supplied by 2 dedicated and
discreet circuits.
All components are set behind 2
Ultra RCD-UPS2000D UPS units.
Cameras are battery powered.

USB

Input 1 b

USB

Input 2 a

Network
RJ-45

Input 2b
Input 3 a
Input 4 a
Input 4 b

USB
USB

Input 1 a

Input 3 b

Note:

GUI
MV

HD-SDI

DVI
Cat 5e

Gb Network Switch

Audio
Main a
Main b
Aux a
Aux b

Clock

One-Line Diagram of Sports Workflow
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Using the TriCaster 460 system’s switcher I/O for our workflow example, it will need to be physically
connected to the camera sources. In this workflow this will be done through a video router. Connecting
the first four outputs of the router into the HD-SDI inputs of the TriCaster gives us our physical sources. In
this configuration, the router is operating as a distribution hub so that the same signal is routed to multiple
destinations; in this case, our replay server as well.
The TriCaster can work in multiple resolutions but it is still necessary to configure each input to the same
resolution (1080i or 720p) that its camera is outputting. As mentioned, a good production not only involves
live sources but also other content such as pre-produced clips, replay footage, and graphics to insert or
layer on top of the camera feeds. In a traditional production plan each of these elements requires its own
physical video inputs to the switching surface. The TriCaster integrates these elements and allows others to
connect through the TCP/IP network, reducing the need for physical HD-SDI inputs. In addition, it provides
a multiview output for production monitoring.
The output of the TriCaster is the finished, polished product for the
viewers to see. Taking the HD-SDI output from the TriCaster back to
an input on the router allows for the Program Out to be distributed
to various destinations as required.
Additionally, a compression-encoded version of the Program Out is
available to push to a streaming server or CDN as covered later in
the Streaming section of this document.

Animated transitions
What makes the production “polished” involves more than just
switching between sources of video. While cuts should comprise
the majority of transitional elements between shots in a production
as highly action-oriented as sports, there are times when animated
transitional effects that add to the overall quality are appropriate.
Common examples where this works in a pleasing way include
going to and cutting away from a replay, or at the beginning of a
commercial break.

Scaling and positioning tools

Cabling and Future-proofing
Often in live sports production distance
between camera and the production hub
may be an issue. Following the cable
length specifications by the various cable
manufacturers is good advice; since HD-SDI
signaling is a digital bit stream it will either work
or not work. Commonly available converters
allow you to convert HD-SDI to a fiber optic
cable allowing cameras to be literally miles
away from the production hub. Building out
a fiber-based workflow now allows you the
flexibility of being able to operate in any venue
regardless of camera position and distance by
just adding a longer cable.
When choosing a HD-SDI Video router, a good
recommendation is to buy one larger then
needed for current production needs. Having
additional I/O capability in your router will
allow for maximum flexibility in the future and
maximizes your investment. For example, the
Blackmagic Studio Video Hub Router 16x32
configuration vs the Blackmagic Compact
Video Hub 40x40 configuration are at this
writing identically priced.

Another benefit of a disk-based switcher is the ability to scale and
position video feeds and graphics for layering onto the final mix.
This has advantages in multiple effects areas such as creating
picture-in-picture effects of the sideline journalist or positioning part of the video from a scoreboard shot
over the score bug. Positioning tools can also be helpful when layering graphics over the video so as not to
block action.

Control surfaces
Similar to most switching systems, the TriCaster consists of a main unit that houses a crosspoint for the
connections from all the video sources, as well as a control surface. Depending on the configuration of the
production hub, it may not be desirable to place the control surface physically close to the crosspoint. In
these instances, extension components can be used to locate the controls farther away. With the TriCaster
460 model, a USB2 connection is used to tie the control surface to the main unit. USB2 has practical limits
for maximum power transmission around 6 feet, and technical limits on signal propagation around 15 feet.
When distances of more than 6ft are required, a powered USB hub should terminate the run at the control
surface and, at over 15 feet, in-line repeater(s) are required if trouble-free operation is to be expected.
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Replay or, “Let’s see that again...”
Once commonly used to alert tape operators to re-cue a play, those words are hardly heard anymore from
commentators; today replay is expected by viewers and by production crew, and the announcer doesn’t
even have to call for it. Modern fans know they will be treated with that instant encore viewing and are
disappointed if it’s not there.
Sports production has come a long way since video review of a play gained potentially game-changing
notoriety in 1972, thanks to a controversial call during the NBC network’s coverage of an NFL playoff game
between rivals Pittsburg Steelers and Oakland Raiders. At that time, there were only a few camera angles,
and only one obscured shot on instant replay, but the game was stopped until the referee could validate
the play—a touchdown pass from quarterback Terry Bradshaw to fullback Franco Harris that has become
known as the “Immaculate Reception”—and appearing to confirm a call that still causes dispute to this day.
But today, some sports have thirty-plus camera angles—and fans around the world will switch channels
rather than watch a game with no replay. Nothing serves the viewer more than having multiple Points of
View (POVs) available, and these same POVs also help during play review.
Traditionally, video tape machines were used to acquire and play back replays. In this coarse setup,
recording started well ahead of the play, through all the important play footage, and was stopped, backedup to a cue point, and the operators would wait for the director’s ‘Roll Replay’ – sometimes just once in a
show. At the end of the playback the only option was to freeze the action before it went into snow, because
that’s all that was recorded. Plays started and stopped in a freeze frame.
Video servers like the NewTek 3Play™ represented in this workflow have dramatically changed the
workflow, both by capturing multiple angles and having them ready for instant review, and in the case of
3Play, also providing continuous recording (rather than an abrupt freeze-frame end), so it’s hardly possible
to even miss a play today. Replay sequences – often two, three or four angles – can start and end in
motion because all the footage both before and after the ‘marks’ is available should the need arise for any
occasion. Even non-action details such as athlete or coach reactions to calls, clashes between personalities
and tempers, emotions and celebrations add grain and depth to a production that was impossible with
tape-based replay systems.
In addition to enhancing the live production, replay systems need to interoperate in an extended workflow
such that the footage captured live is compatible with an NLE. Spending valuable time rendering and
transcoding to get footage to postproduction can slow down the creative process and put major stress on
fast-turnaround deadlines. Conversely, importing video files of various formats directly into the replay server
can speed up a workflow, as discussed above, where commercials, interstitials, promos, audio files, still
frames, and DVEs all contribute to both a first-class program and a brand-connected project.
In postproduction, or even during breaks, replay is also used to create highlight tapes or “melt reels.” With
the recommended (and extraordinarily time-saving) 3Play workflow, every playlist created has the potential
for being a great “melt.” A key recommendation is that sports producers and replay operators have the
highlight reel in mind during live production, add key shots to the playlist instantly throughout the game,
and it will be essentially complete when the segment is over—much faster than most of the truck crew gets
done. Transitions should be avoided in order to provide raw material, rather than finished; adding handles to
the beginning and end of each clip will help the NLE editor to cut wherever desired as well.

Strategies
Summarizing a few of the fine points and workflow considerations that should be common knowledge for
every replay or slo-mo operator:
Know your sport: There is a different feel and form to each sport. Know how many replays can fit between
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plays, and what makes a great replay. Logically, it’s following the offense when in scoring position. But the
hero-in-the-making might be on defense at that very moment.
Listen to more than one thing at a time: The director, calling for your replay. The announcers, talking
about a certain play, or player. The flow of the play-by-play, handing off to the color announcer. The rhythm
of the game. When to hold a play, when to drop it into the playlist, and when to just dump it.
What gets replayed: Is it always the hero? Choose an angle or POV that tells the story you want to tell
about that play. Most often than not it’s a close up shot of the hero in that play, but not always. More views
gives you more options, as though they were brush strokes you used to paint your picture.
Right Place… Right Time: Knowing the game and knowing how to cover it are not the same thing. Having
the instinct to predict the action as you see a play being set up from your vantage point can be invaluable.
Reverse Angles: Recall the 180-degree Rule, and break it if it helps move the story forward for the fan.
Despite the potential to confuse – and the corresponding need for comment or graphics – in certain
situations it’s great to see a play from the other side. We’re not supposed to break rules but when the far
camera has what you need… use it.
Understand the sequencing: Usually it is best to transition to and from a complete replay sequence with
an appealing Digital Video Effect (DVE). Within the sequence itself, a series of clips should have only short
cross-fades from clip-to-clip—20 frames in real time is a good place to start, but remember, that’s only a
10-frame transition when played out at 50%.
Leave the sequence in motion: No need to freeze the action to add drama. The footage is there to do that;
it makes for a much more organic feel. (And, it just looks cool.)

Control
As much as replay allows you to add more detail and story to a production, the replay control surface is the
means to get there. How quickly actions can be executed, what feedback is provided to the operator, and
how much thinking has to happen to get the job done become the critical factors for success. The design
and familiarity of controls can mean the difference between being creative and just being reactive.
Critical elements of control that we recommend replay operators seek to have at their fingertips are:
•

Marking clips (start and end points, or marking in and out) in real-time

•

ID-ing or “tagging” the clips

•

Adding clips to playlists (including highlight or melt reels)

•

Slowing down, speeding up, or controlling direction of clip playback

•

Recalling a clip for replay

•

Switching between angles of a replay

•

Cueing packages, commercials and interstitials
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Network
Topology & Backup
In order to ensure maximum reliability of our network-based production it is recommended to segregate
your network from the venue WAN. Even though in-venue networks may be 10- or 100BaseT, having a
separate Gigabit Ethernet router or switch will allow you to achieve maximum bandwidth between your
production devices. Gigabit connectivity is required for moving HD Video signals over a network such as
using the 3PlayTM Network Outputs connected to the Network Inputs on the TriCasterTM. All production
devices that need to communicate over a network should be behind the same network switch or router,
making them all part of the same Subnet. Ideally your production should be uplinked to your streaming
provider using a dedicated internet connection; barring that. quality of service (QoS) rules should be in place
to provide the highest priority to your upload stream.
When choosing a switch or router, it is wise to consider the future and purchase one that offers more ports
than needed and may offer advanced wireless protocols such as 802.11n or features such as support for 4G
wireless modems.

Replay System

`

HD-SDI

PC
PC with
with iVGA
iVGA Pro
Pro
Hosting
Provider

Live Text

ChyronIP
Compix CG

Switcher
Titles

Encoder
Clip Store

GFX
Outfitters
TriCaster

In mission-critical sports production a backup Internet connection should also be given serious thought.
Ideally a second dedicated Internet connection would be preferred but this isn’t always possible. The next
best option is connection to a secondary, shared connection. Due to the uncontrollable nature of 4G/LTE
networks they really should be considered as the last option. There are hardware solutions available from
companies like Mushroom Networks that bond several 4G Modems together which may be a more viable
back-up solution for you to explore.
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Streaming
There are many considerations when choosing a platform to deliver your live sports content: who your
audience is, where they are watching, and on what devices to name the most essential. Ideally you would
encode a high-quality stream with maximum compression for every viewing format; realistically you will
never have enough encoders, bandwidth, or processing to cover every scenario. With an ever-expanding
field of viewing devices, network access methods, and compression DSPs you will need to make tradeoffs
and reexamine them periodically as this represents perhaps the fastest-changing aspect of your production.
Format and Bitrate
So as mentioned, at first glance it may make sense to encode the stream at multiple bit rates and formats in
venue. Practically, this is often not possible due to bandwidth constraints in venue. Many hosting vendors
offer the ability to receive a high resolution, high bandwidth stream which they then re-wrap and re-encode
based on the viewer’s device and available bandwidth. Most organizations choose to go with a dedicated
third party provider to host their content. This naturally leaves the variability in viewing formats, and the
investment required to keep up with the market, to the hosting vendor.

Testing A Stream Within TriCaster

Choosing a hosting platform
The vast majority of providers have based their infrastructure around RTMP streaming. Beyond the
streaming protocol, there are many other questions to ask of a potential vendor including server side
recording, re-encoding/re-wrapping options, mobile device support, social media tools, ad networks
support ... the list goes on. One good way to make the decision is to take advantage of free trial periods
offered by most vendors: you will see if a provider’s platform meets your needs at no cost and quite
possibly in less time than you might take evaluating the provider “on paper” instead. In general it’s best to
look for a provider that offers simple pricing, ease of use, mobile integration, archival service, and analytics.
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The business model for your sports streaming plan is a major concern as well. Based on your revenue model
you may need to consider pay-per-view options and/or ad network support. If you are going to be offering
your content via subscription you’ll want to know what vendors allow collection of payment and what they
charge for payment processing. If you are going with banner ads, what providers offer the best tools and
greatest percentage of revenue?
Pricing for bandwidth and disk storage for on-demand viewing also can be a major concern. In summary
there are many technical and business related questions to ask of streaming providers; those free trials
based on actual use may lead you to a good decision along the shortest path.

Choosing an ISP
A primary concern when producing live events for delivery over the Internet is the quality of the bandwidth
available in-venue. Poor quality bandwidth will cause concessions in quality that may push away some
audience members. Ideally, streaming bandwidth would be dedicated for the stream and/or protected using
QoS.
Once you have decided what you want to deliver to your audience you need to determine how much
bandwidth you actually need. Typically most streaming profiles only list the bit rate for the video portion of
the stream; it may take a second look to determine the total bit rate. Most Internet service providers offer
asynchronous connections where the download connection is much faster than the upload connection. It’s
recommended you have 1.5 - 2x excess upload bandwidth above the streaming connection needs.

Encoding
Once you have decided on the formats that you want to deliver to your audience, a decision needs to be
made as to what encoder you need. The encoder compresses a video stream so that it can be transmitted
over a reasonable internet connection from a venue and also to a viewer. Maximally, if you want to deliver
multi-bitrate Flash with iOS support the built-in encoding in TriCaster will meet your needs. One of the
benefits of using the encoder within the TriCaster is that configuration is browser-based allowing you to set
up as well as test your stream as a viewer would see it.
If you have chosen to deliver formats outside the capability of TriCaster there are also many dedicated
hardware encoders available. Dedicated hardware encoders offer features such as Microsoft Smooth
Streaming, HLS Streaming and variable bit rate (VBR) options. If you plan on streaming multiple formats
to multiple destinations not only might you need to add an external encoder but you will increase your
upstream bandwidth needs significantly. An alternative is Server-side re-wrapping and transcoding. Serverside encoding involves sending only the highest quality stream from the venue to a server-side application
provided within the CDN architecture that re-encodes the video to meet the various bandwidth and format
needs of the viewers. Many of the major hosting providers offer this service on their streaming platform.
One available option for streaming with TriCaster is the LiveStream plug-in for NewTek TriCaster. If you
choose to use this plug-in note that it offers some encoding presets that might be considered “experimental”
due to the heavy processing required by the algorithms employed. The plugin allows for up to 720p
streaming with H.264 video and AAC audio.
Another TriCaster plug-in option for custom encoding is from Ustream.tv. The Ustream plug-in provides an
easy-to-use interface that allows you to log in, choose the channel you want to use, and select the desired
bit rate. There are fewer options with this plug-in than the LiveStream plug-in. However, the Ustream choices
represent a reasonable set and tend to focus on stream reliability.
Haivision offers HyperStream Live, a pay-per-use live cloud transcoding software as a service (SaaS),
enabling adaptive delivery of your source video content to set-top boxes, desktops and mobile devices
over the Internet. When the publishing preset has been loaded and the HyperStream Live transcoder has
been started, the TriCaster operator initiates streaming by clicking the Stream button in the TriCaster’s live
production Dashboard.
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IP Video
One of the major recent advances in live video production is the transmission of HD video sources via
TCP/IP. This advancement is based on improved compression methods, encoder processing, and network
bandwidth. Video over IP allows additional switcher inputs without additional baseband input hardware. For
example, the two network inputs on a TriCaster 460 allow you to accept video from a wide range of sources
such as the 3Play, NewTek LiveTextTM text and title generation tool as well as third-party solutions such as
ChyronIP, Compix Gen CG IP and Graphic Outfitters iVGA Connect. And as a free add-on, NewTek’s iVGA
Pro software for Windows allows any third party application to pass HD video with embedded audio over an
IP connection to a TriCaster.

Wireless
With the growing ubiquity of wireless devices as well as the use of mobile applications, the requirement of
careful management of wireless networks cannot be overstated. Wi-Fi uses radio frequency technology to
connect hardware and software applications so they can communicate without the cumbersome need for
physical cables. However, RF interference and saturation can be a major inhibitor to wireless performance.
This can be especially evident in areas of sports production, as generally there is a large concentration of
spectators that carry Wi-Fi enabled devices even in the stadium where they’re watching.
There is a myth that the only devices that will cause Wi-Fi interference are the crowds of multiple Wi-Fi
networks in an area. While it is true that other 802.11 networks can cause interference, this is not the only
thing to look out for. This type of interference is known as co-channel and adjacent channel interference.
But since other 802.11 devices follow the same protocol they tend to work cooperatively – that is, two
access points on the same channel will share the channel capacity.
While this is something to consider, there is also a strong possibility of other uncooperative devices emitting
frequency in these same frequency bands. These devices include microwave ovens, cordless phones,
Bluetooth devices, wireless video cameras, outdoor microwave links, wireless game controllers, Zigbee
devices, fluorescent lights, WiMAX, and so on. You may wish to employ these non-Wi-Fi devices in your
production, and of course the Wi-Fi concentration itself will be a potential source of interference. Even bad
electrical connections can cause broad RF spectrum emissions. Whether the interference is caused by
you, spectators, or faulty electronics, everything that’s communicating on the same spectrum can cause
significant loss of data or throughput.
As a result you may find that your production Wi-Fi devices that do not keep a solid connection with your
router or access point or, worse, appear to work before spectators arrive—and then once more noise is on
the network, more failures will take place. For this reason it is best to keep to wired network connections
when at all possible.
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Character Generation & Graphics
Sports coverage involves much more than the action on the field. Besides what is captured from the
cameras and other sources, there are scores, player numbers, statistics and other relevant information that
need to be organized and presented in a
3rd Party Graphics
dynamic view. Not only must the content
be available, it must be so in an almost
When asked, most audiences will say graphics is often the key differentiator
instantaneous manner for on-demand
between “good” TV and “great” TV. While NewTek LiveText title tool is a great
presentation.
way to enhance sports production there are other options that offer benefits
not available with LiveText. Many third-party manufacturers offer graphics
solutions but, traditionally, adding a dedicated Character Generator to a Live
Production involved using 2 HD-SDI connections to bring key and fill channels
these are problematic as they use 2 HD-SDI inputs. However, several NewTek
partners have leveraged NewTek’s SDKs to send video over a TCP/IP
connection to the 2 network inputs available in the current line of TriCasters.
Chyron IP
ChyronIP provides high definition 2D and 3D character and graphics using
a 1RU hardware solution with the Lyric PRO engine, and is designed for
exclusive use with the TriCaster. It provides real-time rendered motion, and
accepts graphics packages designed for any Chyron Lyric PRO-based
system and presents them at full 1080i quality over a Gigabit Ethernet
connection. The product is available as a one-channel or two-channel CG and
graphics solution; one-channel would be for budget-conscious productions
needing to produce with Lyric PRO packages while two channels provide far
more control at the switcher by allowing the graphics operator to preview one
channel for the director.
Compix

Multi-channel character generators and
fast operators are very much required
in sports. The success of graphics
presented in a relevant and interesting
way depends on pre-game assembly of
data information such as player names
and stats. During game time, many of
these elements need to be compiled
and displayed at a moment’s notice,
when research time is unavailable. On
the other hand, some information can
be gathered only in real time, such as
the clock and score from the scoreboard
system, so in addition to pre-production
opportunities, robust real-time data
paths are equally required.

Scoreboard

Compix GenCG for TriCaster is a dual-channel, full-motion 2D Character
Generator. As a software-only solution, it offers the benefit of lower cost
but requires a robust workstation to power it. It pre- renders motion,
so just-in-time creation may be slightly hindered, but the end result is
trouble-free full motion. Data connectivity is provided through an add- on
called ChannelBrander which offers among its features automation, dual
independent scrolls, and data integration for scoreboards. A social media
ChannelBrander plugin is also available to provide real-time moderated feeds.

Having real-time scoring and game
clock graphics on air is critical to having
an engaged audience. Most modern
score board controllers offer a “truck
feed” data output connection. Often
the truck feed is a proprietary signal
type and requires that the scoreboard
manufacturer provide a converter to
turn this feed into a standard serial
Graphics Outfitters
data stream. This can be used in
For customers with existing CG hardware or whose CG and
your TriCaster-based production by
graphics needs aren’t met by LiveText or one of the above
integrating NewTek’s LiveText with
solutions, Graphics Outfitters offers a product called iVGA Connect which
DataLinkTM 3 technology. DataLink works
accepts key and fill signals from any Character Generator and encodes the
with LiveText to parse a stream of serial
signal using NewTek’s iVGA protocol. This eliminates the need to tie up HDdata and extract score, time, and other
SDI inputs for external graphics while enabling unlimited graphics package
compatibility, depending only on
information from within proprietary data
the CG employed.
formats presented by a broad range of
the most commonly found scoreboard
controllers. In most cases the serial data feed is all that’s required to connect to DataLink. Commonly
available serial-to-USB converter cables can be used to add serial connectivity to modern computers and
laptops.
When a data feed is unavailable, thirdparty products can make things easier
than manually updating scores.
“Score OCR” from Graphics Outfitters
provides real-time Optical Character
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Recognition that can feed LiveText using DataLink. Another option is the LT[Scoreboard] plugin for LiveText
that provides dedicated sports graphics and scoring features.

Statistics
Integration of sports statistics in a live broadcast plays a vital role in the fan experience. There are many
web-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) providers that offer online databases for player tracking and
live updates from league play. One such service is Stat Crew, offering a real-time XML stream that can be
configured by a middleware program such as Microsoft Excel for input to DataLink. Additionally, DataLink
allows you to bring in real-time content from text files, RSS feeds and SQL databases.
In addition to holding game status information such as scores, fouls, or line of scrimmage, Stat Crew also
holds all of the team and player game stats; for example, an individual player’s name, jersey number, field
goals, field goal attempts, shots and attempts. Sports events can generate literally thousands of individual
figures once the game gets going.
While certainly not for the faint of heart, it is entirely possible to take the XML file from Stat Crew and parse
the information into tables within Excel. Multiple sheets may be formed that deal with specific information
such as player data. Macros can be used to keep refreshing the XML information to keep things current. The
same Excel macro can also output a text file which can then be read by DataLink to update the pertinent
information in LiveText on-screen templates.
For example, if player “John Doe” scores a goal, his name is in the roster list. In the Excel file, the operator
clicks his name in the list. At the next refresh Excel will pull the most recent copy of the XML file, which will
have John Doe’s most recent stats. Since John is selected in the filter, about a dozen LiveText keys get
updated with his info. The keys could be something like:
                      playername
                      playernumber

playerfieldgoal
playerfieldgoalattempts

Once the data is in Excel, it can be manipulated in many ways, limited only by Excel’s capabilities.
For example, a volleyball game can be calculated to show how many sets each team has and then have
a graphic update automatically with “HOME leads 2-1” or change it to “Tied 2-2”. File-paths can also be
denoted so that a player’s headshot and/or team name and logo could be inserted into a LiveText template.
This requires significant pre-game and even pre-season work to make links between stats systems and
LiveText. However, the reward is quick, truly professional information within the production.

Titles
The key to having great titles is planning. Thinking through every possible template that is applicable to
your production enables you to have them designed and built in pre-production. Tools like Adobe After
Effects and Photoshop allow the building of almost anything required, and can produce high quality files for
playback in production.
For example, artists can use Photoshop to build graphics before adding stand-in text. Then, using a
TriCaster, these files can be exported as PSD to LiveText, and then the stand-in text can be added in the
desired locations. The TriCaster’s Title Template format then allows the text to be changed on-the-fly during
production.
For motion graphics applications such as Adobe After Effects and Apple Motion—or for 3D animations and
graphics, NewTek’s own LightWave 3D—can all be employed. For the TriCaster workflow, NewTek provides
a free Codec Pack to enable these applications to export content to a TriCaster-native QuickTime file,
including Alpha Channel to allow use as an overlay graphic.
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Audio
Sound is an often underrated but always important part of any video production, making a big impact on the
quality and user experience of a show. Audiences expect to be a part of the action by hearing the crack of
the bat, swing of the club, or smack of the shoulder pads. For natural sound or “nat,” shotgun and parabolic
microphones capture the most detailed information. The more channels available the better for covering
the action and ancillary events. With digital sound mixers available, signal processing and routing are much
more commonplace. However, speed and ease of access still must be at the top of the list when looking at
the design of the audio system—and when combining announcement mics with the nat sound, compression
is an essential element. This isolates the voices and keeps the crowd sound from pumping up and down in
the background.
The TriCaster has on-board audio-mixing capabilities, but generally the most typical setup involves a
stand-alone mixer operated by a crew member dedicated to covering the sound. This allows for multiple
mixes and mix-minuses to be generated that are required for sports production. All microphones from
announcers’ stations and nat sound are routed to the mixer. Additionally, a stereo channel should be routed
from the TriCaster AUX output in order to mix in sound that is generated from the clips and effects on the
TriCaster, taking care to avoid a positive feedback loop since the mix is also coming back into the TriCaster
for broadcast. Configuring the TriCaster audio panel in this case requires the DDRs, network sources and
effects to be muted and Solo engaged. Under the AUX output, the Solo bus should be selected to provide
the separate audio feed to the mixer.
Once the sources are all connected to the audio mixer, a full mix can be generated. The main outputs from
the mixer can then be routed back to the first inputs on the TriCaster. In this way, audio is available for
recording, streaming and of course broadcast. Additionally, a control room mix can be routed to the local
speaker monitors so the director can hear what the viewer hears. Because the audio is mixed outside of
the TriCaster—as well as camera and video router—it will most likely be timed ahead of the video since the
latter items in the video path will be subject to delay from each component. Using an audio delay to dial-in
the appropriate time going to the local monitors can easily rectify this. This ensures that lip-sync, the crack
of the bat or the bounce of the ball all sound perfectly together in the control room. A delay can also be set
in the TriCaster to sync the audio with the camera and router delay for the program out.
Another advantage of using an outboard mixer is selecting one with multiple aux outs so that mixes can be
customized for intercom and talent. For more information on this, please see the Intercom/Tally section.
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Intercom/Tally
In addition to the broadcast audio mix, a properly configured and routable communication of “coms” system
is necessary for a successful production. This allows for the production crew to communicate from various
remote positions. Intercom systems are made up of intercoms and sub-systems; the most common systems
are described as party line, matrix and wireless systems. The system can be a part or composed of all three.
Depending on the level of production, another important aspect of the audio plan is talkback from director
to talent. Often referred as ‘interruptible fold back’ or IFB, this allows for the director to speak with the talent
while the show (including the talent) is on-air. This requires an audio feed that has all the program elements
with the exception of the talent’s own voice, referred to as mix-minus. The feed can then be interrupted with
audio coming from the director’s com mic.
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The RTS MCE325 is a two-wire intercom station that provides the necessary operation for creating a party
line mix as well as two channels of IFB. Used in combination with belt packs such as the RTS BP-319 or
RTS BP-351, a production link can be established between the director and other production positions.
These units can be daisy-chained with standard XLR cables for ease of routing, and powered by an RTS
PS-20 power supply.
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Social Media
In today’s modern production environment
connecting with your audience via social
media is vital ingredient in building a widely
followed production. Social networks
such as Twitter and Facebook offer a
great source of content to integrate an
audience into a production, while YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter and others also offer an
opportunity to repurpose content which
may or may not make it into a program.
Content curation and editing are
required when bringing interactive,
viewer-generated comments and color
into a production to ensure only nonobjectionable content makes it on air.
Optional hardware/software solutions
such as ChyronIP with Shout or Compix
GenGG IP with its ChannelBrander social
media add-on from Bannister Lake allow
you identify and transport rich social media
content into a production. More simply,
having a LiveText operator with a web
browser to monitor social media feeds and
manually create CG content may suffice.
From a creative production standpoint, an
important use of social media is providing
social media followers with additional
content they may not get from the
production broadcast, or an ability to stay
relevant and connected to your production
even while unable to view the broadcast.
Content such as behind-the-scenes
imagery, opposite angle replays, criticalmoment stills, and in-game highlights
add to the viewer experience and provide
followers with a deeper connection to the
content.

Coms
In any video production, it is important for communication to be available and clear between the director and production personnel. Sport
productions are no different; without a good communication plan, things
can fall apart quickly. Intercom systems can be quite complex and usually involve multiple channels that allow for various positions to speak
with one another, in full duplex, without having the noise and distraction
of everybody on at the same time. They also can be patched to telephone systems or wireless devices to allow for broader communication.
An additional device that can allow for on-air talent to talkback to the
director is a Studio Announce box. An example of this device is the
Studio Technologies 210. This handy device sits between the talent’s
microphone and the mixing station, and allows the talent to switch over
to the communication system to speak directly with the director. The
IFB content is routed into this box as well so that microphone and talent
headphones or earpiece play dual roles as both monitoring and acquisition devices. Typically, the on-air talent needs only to communicate with
the director or a producer, so an independent com channel is used.
The talent has special needs that others on the production link do not.
They need to hear themselves without any type of delay; they will need
to hear other talent such as sideline reporters, especially if they will be
conversing on-air; and they do need to hear the crowd for the nuances
of the event. That’s where the importance of a Studio Announce box
comes into play. One mistake that is often made by an audio specialist
is using completely separate mixes for the talent in a “pre-fade” mode
which ends up sending a lot of needless audio to the talent’s headphones. Using a device like the Studio Technologies 210 and routing a
mix of nat sound, DDR clips and other effects, in parallel to their own
mix-minus that is “post-fade” on the mixer, allows the talent to control
their own mixes, reducing mistakes and frustration.
Another important consideration for the communication systems are the
headphones. Typically sporting events involve many excited spectators,
and the volume level of that excitement can drown out necessary instructions coming from the director. Minor as it may seem, production
staffers in these positions must use closed-air headphones that isolate
the environmental noise.

Social media publishing requires exporting
clips or stills to a secondary station using over-network file sharing or, more reliably, USB storage, and
inserting this media into a web browser-based social media ‘import’ interface. While this may be timeconsuming it can provide significant viewer-experience and marketing benefits from content already being
created within the regular production, especially as a replay operator builds clips for a melt reel. A more
robust social media publishing option is available in most NewTek products, the TriCaster 410, 460, 860,
8000 and the 3Play 4800, the latter allowing the replay operator the ability to publish highlight clips and stills
to social media networks in an automated workflow. Whether through a standalone social media station
or using built-in automation, leveraging social media channels to publish the highlight and bonus content
which audiences crave is a new and critical aspect of the audience experience.
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Power and Environment
Proper power is a concern not just for the success of the production but also for safety. Properly run power
will not only provide the best signaling within and between equipment, but will also protect crew from
some of the greatest potential dangers they face. Largely the safety issue boils down to proper grounding
of all equipment; often, but not always, improper grounding will lead to quality defects or other equipment
malfunction, and thus should be regularly checked.
Ideally, power will be provided by the hosting venue, but electrical generators often provide flexibility. In all
power environments it is recommended that you provide uninterruptable power supplies (UPS) with power
conditioning and surge protection. There are a few things to consider when purchasing a UPS. UPS units
are usually measured by the wattage they provide and how many minutes they can provide power at full
load. Batteries degrade over their useful life so, as with network bandwidth, it is recommended to have 1.5x
- 2x the watt-hours you need.
Although many UPS units include power conditioning, another surprising concern is the “cleanliness” of the
power the UPS puts out. Rotational power generation, which encompasses all power mains, creates sinewave-shaped voltage and current supply. Power conditioners serve to remove spikes and other aberrations
from this power profile. However, UPS circuits must simulate this output from a battery source, so most
“pro-sumer” UPS units output non-sine wave power to save cost. Whether or not the UPS is running on
battery or mains, many of these units create power profiles that may not be compatible with the “switching”
power supplies used in many signal-processing devices. For production use, it’s worth the extra cost to use
pure sine-wave UPS equipment.
Electrical generators provide excellent venue flexibility but there are a few concerns and tradeoffs. All
generator manufacturers recommend you provide a proper path to ground since these systems do not
utilize a ground leg as their “common,” as main-based power does. Most recommend that you drive an
actual ground rod; please refer to the generator manufacturer’s documentation for the final word. Other
concerns are refueling, fumes and noise, all things to solve through the careful positioning of the generator
in relation to the production space.
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Appendices
Staffing
There are many different ways to structure a production environment and often people wear multiple hats on
small productions. Nonetheless, this is a list of common-practice production roles:
Producer: Executive, Associate, Line, etc. Producers are responsible for the planning and logistics of
the overall production. Executive producers usually handle finances and scheduling and ultimately are
responsible for the entire production. They also may manage other producers as they coordinate the
project.
Producer: Executive, Associate, Line, etc. Producers are responsible for the planning and logistics of
the overall production. Executive producers usually handle finances and scheduling and ultimately are
responsible for the entire production. They also may manage other producers as they coordinate the
project.
Director: Associate, Assistant, Floor, Technical. Directors are the creative force in the production. It’s their
job to know how viewers watch the program and what interests them. They are in charge of delegating all
the assignments to crew that will create an interesting and entertaining show. The Director is usually at the
helm, with the Floor Director managing the talent and set and the Technical Director operating the switching
surface. In the case of distraction or other times, the Technical Director will step in to call camera shots.
Audio Engineer: (A1, A2) The A1 is the head audio position in the production. This role is responsible for
microphone placement as well as designing the audio flow between systems. Generally the A1 mixes all the
available sources into a PGM mix, which is sent to the broadcast. The A2 or Audio Assistant position takes
direction from the A1 and usually is responsible for physically setting up systems and patching in signals.
Video Engineer: This position is responsible for adjusting the video levels during the production. Depending
upon the show’s size and complexity, the video engineer may also roll back pre-recorded content from
videotape or video servers.
Camera Operator: The camera operators stand with and physically operate the camera. They take
assignments from the Director and use the camera to create the best possible images of the action,
maintaining proper focus, framing, zoom length, and other functions that create live-viewing appeal.
Production Assistant: This position assists the producer and director with any details that may be involved
in the production. As part of a catch-all position, these responsibilities can range from logistics, to catering,
to getting information out to various other staff members. In essence, they take care of things the Producer
or Director may need.
Graphics Op: This position is dedicated to operating the character generator and other devices that put
graphics onto the program. The operator loads the correct templates for the situation and calls up data that
may be interesting in the particular portion of the show—and also keeps certain data up-to-date.
Replay Op: Sometimes called Slo-mo Operator, this position manages the slow motion/replay device. This
position is usually very fast paced, because the operator needs to be constantly scanning the cameras for
interesting events that happen during play, and during breaks in action must add key plays to highlight reels.
Utility/Grip/Rigger: This position is usually more heavily involved before the game. These crew members
may carry equipment, run cable and set up sets for the talent.
Talent: This refers to anyone that appears on camera—or is heard as an announcer—during the production.
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Equipment List
The follow recommendations are by no means the only options. However, in an effort to provide complete
documentation these are suggestions for gear that will get the job done.
Multi-Camera Production/Switcher/Clip Store/Graphics/Encoder: NewTek TriCaster 460
Slo-Mo/Instant Replay: NewTek 3Play 425
Audio Mixer: PreSonus StudioLive 16.4.2
Tripods: as needed
Camera: Canon XF-305
Video Cabling: RG6 75ohm Coax cable terminated with BNC Connectors Video Router: AJA Kumo 3232 (or
Kumo 1616)
Graphics/Data/CG: Lenovo W530 Mobile Workstation running NewTek LiveText
Gb Network Switch XLR Audio Cabling Microphones
4x 24-inch or larger 1920 x 1080 Computer Monitors
Power Supply: APC Smart-UPS 1500VA UPS
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